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Disclaimer

IBM’s statements regarding its plans, directions, and intent are subject to change or 

withdrawal without notice at IBM’s sole discretion.

Information regarding potential future products is intended to outline our general product 

direction and it should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision. 

The information mentioned regarding potential future products is not a commitment, promise, 

or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. Information about potential 

future products may not be incorporated into any contract. 

The development, release, and timing of any future features or functionality described for our 

products remains at our sole discretion. 

Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks in a 

controlled environment. The actual throughput or performance that any user will experience 

will vary depending upon many factors, including considerations such as the amount of 

multiprogramming in the user’s job stream, the I/O configuration, the storage configuration, 

and the workload processed. Therefore, no assurance can be given that an individual user will 

achieve results similar to those stated here. 
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Agenda

 A primer on IBM versioning

 Previous approach for maintenance and additional functionality

 Issues with previous approach

 New strategy for fixpacks

 New strategy for added functionality

 Fixpack lifecycle
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A primer on IBM versioning and terminology

 IBM products are versioned using four numbers, 

divided by periods

 Version

 Increased for a major new release

 Release

 Increased for a minor release

 Version and Release are often together 

referred to as “a release”

 Modification (or “mod pack”)

 Increased when adding (minor) 

functionality

 Fix pack

 Increased when a fix pack is applied

 Feature packs (FEP) are outside of the versioning 

scheme

 In addition, defects can be applied through Interim 

Fixes (iFixes), e.g. JR56321, IY64334

 iFixes are packaging fixes for individual APARs

 APAR = “Authorized Program Analysis Report”, or “A 

report about a problem and its solution”
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Version

Release

Modification, or “mod pack”

Fix pack

“Release V.R”

“Version 5.6.1, fix pack 7”

“Version 5, Release 6, Mod 1, fix pack 7”

“Version 5.6, mod 1, fix pack 7”
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Previous approaches for maintenance and functionality

 In the past, we have tried different approaches to maintenance delivery, e.g.:

 Light-weight iFixes, rolled up into quarterly(-ish) Cumulative APARs

 Combined with less frequent fixpacks (really only part of FEPs)

 Complex iFixes, rolling up a number of APAR fixes in one, single iFix

 Combined with semi-frequent fixpacks

 New functionality delivered in Feature Enhancement Packs (FEPs)

 Complex process for adoption with enablement scripts and manual steps

 Many customer-specific iFixes

 Sometimes even containing functional improvement, hidden behind “flags”

 These approaches have all had their benefits and drawbacks

 Both for clients, implementers, and IBM development
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Issues with previous approaches
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Approach Benefits Drawbacks

Feature Enhancement Packs (FEPs) • Ability to deliver intra-release feature 

enhancements

• Fine-grained adoption of features

• Very manual adoption procedure

• Error-prone, long-running enablement

scripts

Complex iFixes, custom-made • “Tailor-made” iFixes, packaging a 

number of fixes in one package

• Low(ish) number of iFixes in an 

installation, simplifying cataloguing

• High risk of interoperability issues 

between iFixes

• Regression testing complicated

• Development is complex, as the 

client codebase is very custom

Light-weight iFixes • Simple mapping from problem 

(APAR) to iFix

• Many iFixes, published frequently

• Need to apply cumulative APAR, as 

iFix usually depends on other iFixes

Functionality in iFixes with “flags” • Easy to adopt new function and 

control if it is to be used

• Hard to determine where functionality 

comes from

• High chance of interoperability issues

• Support calls must communicate 

setting of flags to understand 

expected function
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New strategy for fixpacks

 In an attempt to address the complexity and balance the pros and cons, we’re now 

introducing a new approach to maintenance for the V8 stream

 We will no longer issue general or customer-specific iFixes

 Instead, we will, for the WC V8 code stream, release fixpacks every two weeks

 Bi-weekly fixpacks can be applied:

 Using the IBM UpdateInstaller

 Without manual post-installation steps

 Using roll-out update, i.e. without requiring production downtime

 Fixpacks will only contain fixes for defects

 No changed or added functionality included, not even controlled by “flags”

 Clients can define their own strategy for adopting fixpacks

 E.g. install every two or four fixpacks

 We recommend staying current

 Fixpacks will be cumulative

 Contain fixes from all previous fixpacks

 Contain function from all previous mod packs
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New strategy for added functionality

 The V8 stream will not include any Feature Enhancement Packs (FEPs)

 Instead, new function will be delivered through mod packs

 Mod packs are planned to be released every quarter

 Mod packs are installed like fix packs

 IBM UpdateInstaller

 Zero-downtime

 No manual steps

 Although some steps may be needed to adopt functionality, e.g. to update store 

pages with new code, or add new widgets to layouts

 Only net-new functionality is added

 Existing functionality will not change when applying a mod pack

 Mod packs are cumulative

 Will contain functionality from all previous mod packs

 Will contain code fixes from all previous fixpacks
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Fixpack lifecycle

 We will release new fix packs for the 

three most current mod packs

 Fixes are ported forward from the mod 

they were reported

 Fixes will generally not be back-

ported to earlier mods

 We strongly suggest clients keep as 

up-to-date as possible on fix- and mod 

packs
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Note: The above is an example of a possible future set of releases. It does 

not constitute a committed plan for future fixpacks, releases, and mods
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What we promise

 Fixpacks and mod packs will:

 Not change behavior of existing functionality

 Be installable without any manual steps

 Support zero-downtime install

 Fixpacks will:

 Not add functionality (other than to fix defects)

 Mod packs will:

 Include added functionality

 May require additional step to adopt, e.g. in case of store JSP changes

 Include code for previous mod and fixpacks

 For more, see table on next slide
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Overview of restrictions for versions, releases, mods and fixpacks

Version Release Modification Fixpack

New Features Allowed Allowed Allowed Not Allowed

Enhancements Allowed Allowed Allowed Not Allowed

Defect Fixes Allowed Allowed Allowed Allowed

Significant New Technology Allowed May be allowed Not Allowed Not Allowed

Binary Compatibility Not guaranteed Compatible Compatible Compatible

Zero Downtime Not guaranteed Not guaranteed Yes Yes

Migration Required Yes Maybe No No

Frequency As needed As needed Quarterly * Biweekly *

Schema Changes Yes Maybe Allowed + Not Allowed

Manual Steps to Install Yes Maybe Not Allowed Not Allowed

10/09/

1402/

* As needed

+ If zero-downtime is preserved
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How will this affect the SR/PMR process?

Current process:

 A client or implementer opens a PMR

 If the issue is recognized as a code 

defect, the APAR process starts:

 An APAR is opened

 The developer works on a fix

 Once tested, the fix is packaged in 

an iFix and delivered to the client

 This generally takes 2-3 weeks

 If deemed generally applicable, the 

fix is included in an upcoming 

fixpack or cumulative APAR

 The PMR is closed

New process:

 A client or implementer opens a PMR

 If the issue is recognized as a code 

defect, the APAR process starts:

 An APAR is opened

 The developer works on a fix

 Once tested, the fix is scheduled for 

the new fixpack

 The client installs the upcoming 

fixpak

 We will strive to have the fix in 

a fixpack within 4 weeks*

 The PMR is closed
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PMR: Problem Maintenance Report, aka. Service Request (SR)

APAR: Authorized Program Analysis Report

iFix: Intermediate Fix, “bugfix”

* IBM will always work with clients to solve critical production-impacting issues as soon as possible
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References

 Knowledge Center Description of Maintenance Strategy

 http://www-

01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZLC2_8.0.0/com.ibm.commerce.install.doc/c

oncepts/cigmaint.htm

 Fixpack Master Technote

 http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27007361

10/09/
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Thank You!
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Other sessions related to WC V8 and Commerce Insights
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Date Time Session Topics Speaker(s)

Mon 30 Nov 10:00-12:00 ET Overview Overview session, covering all that is new in 

WC V8 and CI

Nicolai Nielsen

Tue 01 Dec 10:00-12:00 ET Commerce Insights Functionality and on-boarding for Commerce 

Insights

Katherine Langdon

Karson Ng

Daisy Tan

Wed 02 Dec 10:00-12:00 ET Management Center New framework and UI for IBM Management 

Center

Bruce Baker

Judy Chan

Thu 03 Dec 10:00-12:00 ET Stack Changes Changes in the stack, licensing, and 

removed features in WC V8

Nicolai Nielsen

Fri 04 Dec 10:00-12:00 ET Migration Migration approach and tooling in WC V8 Nicolai Nielsen

Mon 07 Dec 10:00-12:00 ET Customer Service Overview of the new Aurora Customer 

Service tools

Guru Shamanna

Karson Ng

Tue 08 Dec 10:00-11:00 ET Social Commerce 

Accelerators

Coverage for the Social Commerce 

Accelerators (note: not V8-specific)

Nicolai Nielsen

Tue 08 Dec 11:00-12:00 ET New Maintenance Strategy Nicolai Nielsen
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Trademarks, disclaimer, and copyright information

IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com, Coremetrics, DB2, PowerVM, Rational, WebSphere, and z/VM are 
trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many 
jurisdictions worldwide.  Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other 
companies. A current list of other IBM trademarks is available on the web at "Copyright and trademark 
information" at http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml

Other company, product, or service names may be trademarks or service marks of others. 

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION IS PROVIDED FOR INFORMATIONAL 
PURPOSES ONLY. WHILE EFFORTS WERE MADE TO VERIFY THE COMPLETENESS AND 
ACCURACY OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION, IT IS PROVIDED "AS IS" 
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. IN ADDITION, THIS INFORMATION IS 
BASED ON IBM’S CURRENT PRODUCT PLANS AND STRATEGY, WHICH ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE BY IBM WITHOUT NOTICE. IBM SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGES 
ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF, OR OTHERWISE RELATED TO, THIS PRESENTATION OR ANY 
OTHER DOCUMENTATION. NOTHING CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION IS INTENDED TO, NOR 
SHALL HAVE THE EFFECT OF, CREATING ANY WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS FROM IBM 
(OR ITS SUPPLIERS OR LICENSORS), OR ALTERING THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ANY 
AGREEMENT OR LICENSE GOVERNING THE USE OF IBM PRODUCTS OR SOFTWARE.

© Copyright International Business Machines Corporation 2015. All rights reserved.
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